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Software Runs *Everything*

- Software connects us
- Software protects us
- Software cures us
- Software entertains us
- Software is everywhere
- Software is in everything
- Software is important

The global software market had total revenues of $292.9 billion in 2011.
-- MarketLine
But Building Great Software is Hard

- 2/3 of projects late [TATA]
- 1/4 of all projects cancelled [Standish]
- 1/2 run over budget [Tata, SGR CACM]

Why? Scale

Users want more and more features

And Released Software is Buggy

Worldwide cost of IT failure: $6.2 trillion

Summary: Most IT professionals know that project failure is a common occurrence in organizations of all kinds. New research attempts to quantify the extent of the worldwide economy.

By Michael Krigsman for Beyond IT Failure | December 22, 2009 -- 0
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Table 1. Predicted Annual Cost of IT Failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>GDP*</th>
<th>Cost of Failure*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>69,800.00</td>
<td>6,180.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>13,840.00</td>
<td>1,225.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>2,260.00</td>
<td>200.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>1,250.00</td>
<td>110.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*USD Billions
Allstate set out in 1982 to automate all of its office operations. They set a 5-year timetable and an $8 million budget.

Six years and $15 million later, Allstate set a new deadline and readjusted its sights on a new budget of $100 million.

from Rapid Development, McConnell

On June 3, 1985, the patient was set up for a 10-MeV electron treatment to the clavicle area. When the machine turned on, she felt a "tremendous force of heat... this red-hot sensation."...she developed a reddening and swelling in the center of the treatment area. Her pain had increased to the point that her shoulder "froze".

...But her oncologists continued to send her [for] Therac-25 treatments....the physicist at Kennestone noticed that the patient had a matching reddening on her back as though a burn had gone through her body, and the swollen area had begun to slough off layers of skin.

She had received a 100x excess dose.
S.E. Practices Make a Difference

Results of Raytheon’s use of best-practice software processes.

SOURCE: Raytheon
In this class you will learn the:

Why
What
and How
Of great software development
Best SE Book in the World

Buy it.
Best Design Patterns Book in the World

Buy it.
What is “Software Engineering”

- What is “Software”?  
- What is “Engineering”?  
- What does it mean to be an “Engineer”?
What is “Software”? 

- Okay. We know this one!
- A product that results from a computer program.
- It isn’t the code, itself, but what is realized once the code is actually running
What is “Engineering”? 

- We’ve got this, intuitively.

- The use of well-accepted and well-understood methodology to apply science and technology to the design and analysis of individual products or systems.

- It is worth noting that methodology includes tools, techniques, and processes, etc.
Who is an “Engineer”? 

- We’ve also got this!

- An engineer is someone who uses science and technology to design and/or develop products, but who is uniquely characterized among other developers by the use of a well-accepted and well-understood methodological, process-oriented approach.
Well-Understood? Well-Accepted?

- It is important that the methodology be well understood and well-accepted because it enables communication and inspires confidence.
- Lessons are learned over time. Best practices leverage this.
- All other things being equal, projects are more successful when the methodology is well-understood and accepted by everyone. Being on the same page improves communication, coordination, etc.
Is there One Right Way?

- Want to remodel kitchen

- One contractors process:
  - I understand what you want: Give me $30,000 and I’ll build it.

- Another contractor’s process:
  - Let me create a drawing, show it to you, and make sure we’re on the same page.
  - Then, let me add the fine details we didn’t discuss, and get your feedback and approval.
  - Then, let me put together a project plan, scheduling the trades (electricians, plumbers, HVAC mechanics, etc), and make sure it makes sense to you.
  - Then, let me put the project out for bids, pick the best bid in each category, and review it with you, to make sure you like the details of how the projects will proceed.
  - Let me show you the final schedule, including city inspections – and your inspections – to make sure that you are happy every step of the way, and if not, we can fix it before it gets too expensive to undo.
  - Let’s also talk about the final walk-through and acceptance checklist.
  - Does this make sense? Can I get a down payment?
Is there one right way?

- A faucet is leaking
  - One contractor’s approach
    - I’m going to replace the washer and tighten the screws. If it doesn’t stop, I’m going to replace it.
  - Another contractor’s approach:
    - I’m going to gather the original design documents and specifications for the faucet, including the environmental and part tolerances.
    - I’m going to measure the air pressure and water pressure, opening and closing windows and turning other devices on-and-off to determine if the air pressure, water pressure, and pressure differences are within spec.
    - I’m going to disassemble the faucet, measure each part, and compare it to the spec, to see which, if any parts, are out of tolerance.
    - I’m going to compute the system deviation and compare it to the system tolerance, to determine if there is a tolerance stacking issue.
    - I’m going to optimize to determine the minimum cost environmental or faucet mitigations to make to correct the leak.
    - I’m going to make or cause these mitigations be made.
The Right Way?

- Depends upon many factors:
  - Clarity and stability of requirements
  - Time to delivery and cost of delay
  - Cost of failure
  - Cost of R&D iteration
  - Complexity/Interactions within product/ecosystem
Examples

- Software embedded in a satellite orbiting earth
- Software managing an aircraft’s flight controls
- Software in a pacemaker or implanted defibrillator
- Algorithm for high-frequency trading
- Multi-user networked game
- Enterprise information management application
- Word processor
- Single-Player game
- Mobile-phone flashlight app
- Air-traffic control airspace management software
Human Users

- Not really a part of this class, but worth mentioning now

- Humans are a critical element of any human-facing system
  - Story of the Satori (boat caught in hurricane): People are part of a system and affect its capability
  - Engine loss at takeoff: Automation and pilot perception
  - CA Flight 3407 stick shaker and pusher: What is intuitive?
  - Password rules and 3M notes: Security and Human Factors
  - UPMC hospital software: Tuning for the situation time, and people
  - Robots respecting conventions and anticipating people to interact smoothly with people

- User-experience, HCI, Usability, User-testing
  - Critically important specializations for any human-facing system